
Karma, the past and the history

I was born not knowing and have had only a little time to change
that here and there.

Richard P. Feynman

In this Research we will study Karma of Collective Human 
Conscience by mathematical methods. There are many works 
related to the same topic including famous physicist Richard 
Feynman.
Our study is based on the concept that Human Conscience is 
Information, hence it is a Wave function that obeys Shrödinger 
Equation. 

Collective Human Conscience (all Wave functions of all people) 
forms some Set in some enclosing Hilbert Space of such Wave 
functions.
This Human Set is compact since it is bounded by Universe.
Maxwell Equations are those that describe the propagation law of 
Human Conscience over time.

There is Divine Conscience Set that lies in the same Hilbert Space.
In general the Divine Set has no intersections with Human Set. 
Hence People have no visibility and knowledge about Divine Set.
As we said every person conscience propagation over time  is a 
solution of Maxwell Equations.
It is known that Maxwell Equations give raise to two symmetric 
solutions. 
The second solution is a symmetrical solution in time of the first 
one.
For Human Conscience it means the Echo that comes from Divine



Set.
This Echo is a Mark if at given moment Human Conscience Wave 
(information that comes towards Divine Set) is good or bad. 
Divine Conscience is Love hence good mark means that Human 
Conscience gave Love at the particular moment and bad means 
that it destroyed Love.
Hence over the time every person Wave function (information) is 
marked with such two bits: bad or good, forming kind of a tail for 
a person.
For the particular person let us call it Karma.
For Society or Human race we can call it Collective Karma.
There should be the start of such Collection of Bad and Good 
marks.
In the history of people everyone knows such Starts: 

it is when Messenger from Divine Set comes to Human 
Conscience.

In modern history those Starts were when Buddha, Jesus and 
Muhammad came to Earth (to different parts of Earth and at 
different time).
One can ask why they came at different times?
Obviously people in those parts of Earth were at different 
Conscience Level.
In the Research we take as an axiom One Fundamental Law: 
Growth of Conscience.
Hence at some point of time Collective Human Conscience meets 
Divine Conscience, ie there happens intersection. 

At this point, People have a choice to join Divine Set or not to 
join.

To join Divine set Collective Human Conscience needs to 
withdraw the “tail” or Bad information, ie remove Karma since 
Divine Set accepts only Good information.



In theology this is known as Katarsis.
And in everyday life it is known as Mill.
Pic. 1 shows schematically the concepts described.
Collective Human Conscience (Human Set) is located on the left.
Divine Set is located on the right.
He is in the Center, He is Love. 
He is who sees All.

Karma is located below and in fact is Time with minus sign.
That is why People die.
In Divine Set on the right there is no death since They removed 
Karma.
In Divine Set there is only constant Conscience growth.
The Good Information, ie All Conscience Collective Love is 
located above.
  

Pic 1. The Mill.


